Introduction
The approach of behavior-based or animat artificial intelligence (AAI) (Meyer & Guillot, 199t1;  Wilson, 199U; Maes, 1992; Brooks, 1995) emphasizes the role of the agent's continuous interaction with its environment in driving the selection and performance of behavior. Further important themes include decentralized control; targeting perception to the acquisition of task-relevant information (rather than the delivery of a general description of the world); and incremental layering of copetences to provide robustness to error or failure. A typical AAI system is constructed from a heterarchy of subsystems, each linkin~ perception to action and fulfilling a specific behavioral role.
AAI has something of an antirepresentation bias. This is based in part on its success in excising representational elements from control systems. The classic example (see, for example, Maes, 1992) is the wall-following robot that tracks the contour of a wall, negotiating bends and corners, by exploiting some simple prewired reflexes and biases. This robot has little or no internal state and certainly has no internal representation of the wall or of its own relationship to it. AAI has had considerable success in applying similar techniques to a range of local navigation skills, enabling mobile robots to move around quickly and safely in the immediate cnvironment (Brooks, 1989; Connell, 1991) ; Soldo, 1990) . For any mobile agent, however, an immensely valuable skill is that of finding and following paths to target locations in large-scale space (i.e., where targets may lie outside the visible scene). This skill will bc referred to as g/Ohtl/IIt1I'(eatioll or, to use a term common in the psychological literature, Il't1xfilldillg. Unlike local navigation, which can be achieved W'lth minimal internal state, wayfinding requires internal structures that encode at least some aspects of the agent's past experience of its environment. The second section of this article therefore seeks to identify some characteristics that might distinguish an AAI approach to representation for the wayfinding problem.
AAI looks to biology to provide example of robust solutions to difficult problems and also seeks to inform biology by providing models of the mechanisms underlying animal behavior. The literature on animal and human wayfinding has been an important source of inspiration for several navigational systems used in real and stillulated autonomous robots (Kuipers & Byun, 1987; Mataric. 19t )O; Kortenkamp, Weymouth, Chown & Kaplan, 1992;  Touretzky, 1994) . The third section of this article briefly reviews evidence from the study of animal and human navigation, whereas sections 4 attempts to find some convergent principles for navigation in both MI11171a1S and animats. A central objective of this article, and the topic of section 5, is to describe a simulated wayfinding system that cnlbodies and illustrates several of the themes identified with animat navigation. This system, which has been partially described elsewhere (Prescott, 1993a,b) , supports global navigation behavior through the construction and use of multiple partial models of the quantitative spatial relations among groups of salient landmarks. The description given here introduces and proves a novel heuristic that substantially improves the effectiveness of the system 117 the presence of noise.
Representation for Wayfinding in AAI
The notion of representation is sufficiently controversial to justify a brief definition. Following Beer (1995) and (lark (in press), identifiable elements of the agent's internal statc will be described as rcprc. (Maes, 19r~?; Roitblat, 1994; Brooks, 19y5; Mataric, 1995) Hinton, McClelland, ~ Rumelhart, 1986) , in that an entity may be represented by a pattern of activity across many processing elements that emerges in the context of appropriate perceptual and internal states.
The following subsections consider the implications of this view for AAI approaches to the wayfinding problem.
Multiple, partial representations of the world
The focus of much of the research in global navigation for mobile robots has been the task of planning optimal paths using an appropriately detailed and accurate metric map of the spatial layout of the environment (Lozano-I'erez, 1983 , Crowley, 1985 Iyenl;ar, Jorgensen, Rao & Weisbin, 1 ')~5; Turclun & Won~; , 19H5; Chatila, ILYH6; Rao, Stoltzfus & Iyengar, 19~5) . The AAI approach suggests an alternative view in which the navigation problem is fragmented into a number of distinct, interacting subsystems, each of which builds its own partial representation of the world. Alternative subsystems differ in the environmental characteristics, sensor nlodalities, and computational mechanisms they exploit and the sorts of representations they construct. There are significant advantages to this fragmentation. First, the ability to exploit different wayfinding methods provides robustness by reducing the dependence OI1 specific cues and sensor channels. Second, by exploiting multiple representations, alternative hypotheses about the structure of the environment can be encoded. Mu-1 As Beer (1995) points out, to justify the tag representation requires more than just a correlation between the agent's internal state and certain aspects of the external world. The additional requirement is that some useful "explanatory work" is performed by making a distinction between the content-bearing and non-content-bearing elements of the system. With respect to understanding autonomous agents, Beer is skeptical that this requirement can be met, whereas Clark (in press) considers that the notion of representation is useful but needs to be reformulated along lines similar to those proposed here. (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978) . This principle has also been used to guide autonomous robots (Connell, 1988 (Kuipers & Byun, 1991; Brooks, 1995) . Forming a layout representation requires the ability to recognize where route models overlap, implying the use of plnce idl'lltU1catioll skills that allow the agent to judge when experiences separated by arbitrary time intervals are generated by a single spatial location.
Though it has been suggested that topological modeling is less demanding in terms of sensor accuracy and computational resources than is metric modeling (Kuipers & Byun, 1991; Kortenkamp et al., 1992) , such arguments are difficult to prove. Clearly, topological modeling has a lesser need for accurate metric sense data. However, the problem of place identification is such that robustness to inaccurate or absent metric data must be achieved by improving the pickup of nonspatial sensory characteristics; poor metric sensing must be compensated for by better pattern matching (an ex- tended argument for view is given in Prescott, 1993b) . Arguments about the relative computational expense of metric and nonmetric systems will also be hard to make without direct comparisons between systems of similar competence. Costs will depend as much on the type of representation stored and the nature of the mechanisms used to handle inaccuracy and uncertainty as on any inherent differences due to geometrical character. Finally, the overheads associated with a given method will depend on its appropriateness to the navigational task; for instance, topological models may suit constrained environments of corridors and tunnels that are easy to segment into the vertices and edges of a graph representation but be less suited to open terrain (again, see Prescott, 1993b (Jamon, 1990 (Cartwright & Collett, 1979 , 1987 Wehner, 1983; Wehner & Menzel, 199() Olton, 1979 Olton, , 1982 Gallistel, 1990) I'oucet et al., 1983) Experiments by Collett, Cartwright, and Smith ( I 986) with gerbils demonstrate the use of multiple redundant spatial representations derived from a common source. These animals appear to encode goal positions (buried sunflower seeds) in terms of individual visible landmarks by using some form of direction sense. In one experiment, gerbils were trained to locate a food cache at the center of an array of two landmarks. When the distance between landmarks was doubled, the gerbils searched at two sites, each at the correct distance from and orientation to one of the landmarks rather than at the center of the two locations (as some theories of a landmark map might predict). In another experiment, the gerbils were trained to go to a goal site at the center of a triangle of three landmarks. During testing, the distance between one landmark and the center was doubled. Collett et al. (1986) report that the animals spent most of their search time around the place specified by the two landmarks that were left alone, ignoring the one that broke the pattern. They interpreted this result in the following way (Collett et al., 1986 ):
The gerbil is thus equipped with a useful procedure for deciding between discrepant solutions. When most of the landmarks agree in specifying the same goal, with just a tew pointing to other sites, the chances are that the majority view is correct and that the additional possibilities result from mistakes in computation or from disturbances to the environment. Collett et al. (1986) 
Human navigation
One of the motivations often cited (Yeap, 1988; Kuipers & Byun, 1991) for investigating qualitative navigation systems is research on human wayfinding. Much of this literature follows a theory originating with Piaget (Piaget, Inhelder & Szeminska, 19(0) that human spatial knowledge has a hierarchical structure and is acquired through a stagelike process. Specifically, Piaget, and later Siegel and White ( 1975) , argued that a filndamental stage in the acquisition of spatial knowledge is the construction of qualitative models of the environment from more elementary sensorimotor associations. This representation may be supplemented later by distance and direction information to form a more detailed quantitative map. Computational models, inspired by the (Piagetian) human wayfinding literature, have been described by Leiser (Leiser & Zilbershatz, 1989) and by Kuipers (Kuipers, 1982; Kuipers & Byun, 1987 Kuipers & Levitt, 1988 Kuipers, 1982) , there is good evidence that metric spatial representations of a quite different kind form an important element of human Wayfinding competence (see Presson and Hazelrigg, 19i3~;  McNamara, 1 ~)y2; and Scholl, 1992 for reviews). Some of the distinctive properties of these representations are demonstrated in an experiment by Scholl ( 1 7), which contrasted the spatial k170Bvled~e acquired through direct experience of the environment with that acquired indirectly by memorizing a cartographic map. In the case of knowledge acquired from 4 A Multiple-Schemata View of Animat Navigation Arbib (1989 Arbib ( , 1990 has proposed the term schemata to describe active representational systems or &dquo;perceptual structures and programs for distributed motor control&dquo; (Arbib, 1989) . A similar definition is given by Neisser (1976) for whom a schema is an &dquo;active information seeking structure&dquo; defined by &dquo;information pickup and action.&dquo; Neisser's conception of human cognitive maps as orienting schemata has been adopted by Scholl (1987 Scholl ( , 1992 as a framework for understanding the dynamic nature of the spatial representations underlying human wayfinding. Here and elsewhere (Prescott, 1993b (Prescott, , 1994 (Brooks, 1985; Levitt & Lawton, 1990 ). This second, relatiotial coditig method, which exploits multiple partial representations, is preferred here for the reasons given in the previous sections. The system to be described makes no use of many important sources of location information such as compass senses or dead reckoning. Clearly, a robust navigation system will seek to use spatial knowledge derived through such channels. The aim here, however, is limited to the investigation of a distributed architecture that generates multiple redundant codings using information from a single modality.
The task of navigating a large-scale environment using relational methods divides into three problems: identification and re-identitication of salient landmarks; encoding, and later remembering, goal locations in terms of sets of visible local cues; and, finally, calculating paths between positions that share no common view. The first task, landmark identification, has been considered (though not entirely solved!) elsewhere, from the point of view of both animal and robot navigation systems (Zipser, 1983a (Zipser, , 1986 Levitt & Lawton, 1990; O'Keefe, 1990b O'Keefe (1990a O'Keefe ( , 1990c , who suggests that the rat brain computes the origin and orientation of a polar coordinate frame from the vectors that give the egocentric locations of the set of salient visible cues. Specifically, he proposes that these location vectors are averaged to compute the origin (or centre~i~ of the polar frame and that the gradients of vectors between each pair of cues are averaged to compute its orientation (or slope). Goal positions can then be recorded in the coordinate system of this allocentric frame in a form that will be invariant regardless of the position and orientation of the animal. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1 .
This proposal has a number of problematic characteristics. First, the computation of the slope is such that the resulting angle will difter if the cues are taken in ditferent orders. Because any ordering is essentially arbitrary, a specific sequence will have to be remembered in order to generate the same allocentric frame from all positions within sight of the landmark set. Second, as landmarks move out of sight or are occluded by one another, or as new ones come into view, the values of the slope and centroid will change.
Rather than change the global frame each time a landmark appears or disappears, it would seem more judicious to maintain multiple local frames based on subsets of the available cues. These multiple local frames would supply several mutually consistent encodings, making the mapping system robust to changes in individual landmarks.
The use of multiple local frames has bcen proposed by Levitt and Lawton (1990) (Kortenkamp et al., 1992) . Zipser (1986) , who had earlier considered a landmark pair method (Zipser, 1983b) , points out that if one more landmark is used to compute the local frame, then all the calculations are greatly simplified. In fact, all that is required to encode a goal location using three landmarks (in two dimensions; four in three dimensions) is that one constant be associated with each cue. Zipser called these constants heta-coeyJicie°nts. They are, however, identical to the f~arycorrtric coordinates that have been known to mathematicians since M6blus (see, for instance, Farin, 1988 ). The system for largescale navigation described in the following sections uses this three-landlnark method, and it is therefore described in detail. In the remainder of this article, the navigation problem win be considered as two-dimensional; however, the extension of these methods to three dimensions is straightforward. (Worden, 1992 To provide a more intuitive understanding of the beta-coding, a geometrical interpretation can be given. Consider landmark A in L-trie ABC in Figure 4 . The perpendicular h,'1 from A onto the line BC, defines one of the three axes of the barycentric coordinate frame generated by the spatial configuration of the three reference cues. For a given goal position G, the coefficient /3.~ with respect to landmark A is the projection of G onto this axis. In other words, /3.-1 is the ratio of the two perpendiculars IIGIIIA (or, The position of the target landmark relative to the L-trie also is significant: Better estimates are obtained when the target lies close to, or inside, the L-trie.~ Estimating 7 That near-collinear L-trie configurations will give poor beta-codings is evident from the observation that each betacoefficient is inversely scaled by the perpendicular from one vertice of the triangle (see Fig. 4 (Maybeck, 1979 The beta-size estimator was also evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 L-trie-target pairs. Each cue configuration was sampled 5(1(> times with additive Gaussian noise in position estimates for each sample. The estimator was compared with an unweighted average computed using the same cue configurations and noise data. On average, the beta-size estimator produced smaller errors at every stage of the estimation process than did the unweighted estirnator.
~-'
If there is considerable variation in the number of samples taken for different betaunits this can significantly affect the relative accuracy of alternative codings, making the beta-size measure a less effective means of selecting among them. However, ifcY in Equation 12 takes a small, nonzero value (e.g., 0.02), then {3 will converge to a weighted running average of sampled beta-estimates, and c will converge to be proportional to the expected size of the beta-vector estimate. ~ ~ In these circumstances, simulations have shown that c can be used in place of j/3j as an indicator of the accuracy of alternative codings that is more robust to variation in sampling.
Modeling large-scale space
The beta-coding method can be extended to determine the spatial relations between points over a wide environment that share no common landmarks. This is achieved by building a two-layer relati01wl rretu~ork of object and beta-units, which 12 Errors in the estimate of the target position were compared after 10, 50, 100, and 500 samples: All differences between the beta-size estimator ( & a l p h a ; = 0 or &alpha; = 0.02) and the unweighted estimator were significant (p < .001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). The variance of the error distributions differed substantially between the two methods, the unweighted average having a higher variance in the computed target error throughout the estimation process. weighted running average after approximately 1/&alpha; samples. The parameter &alpha; acts as a "forgetting" factor that causes early measures gradually to drop out of the estimate and is related to standard filtering techniques. stores the positions of landmarks in the local frames defined by neighboring Ltrie groups. The resulting structure records the relationships between multiple local frames. Thereafter, the locations of distant landmarks (and goal sitcs) can be found by propagating local view information through this network. Zipser (1983b) and Levitt and Lawton (1990) have both discussed methods of this type for large-scale navigation using landmark-pair coordinate frames. The advantage of using the threelandmark method, however, is that following a sequence of transformations through the network is significantly simpler. Because all calculations arc linear in the observed cue positions and independent of landmark order, the process can be carried out by spreading activation through the relational network (using the mechanism described in section 5.1.2 to accomplish each transition step). In contrast, a landmark-pair method would require networks of local processing units of considerably greater complexity in order to perform the necessary nonlinear transformations between frames.
5.3.1 1 Constructing a large-scale representation The relational network that encodes the large-scale spatial model is constructed while the environment is being explored. Specifically, each time the agent moves, new object-units are recruited to the network's lower layer to encode any visible landmarks that have not been encountered previously, and new beta-units are recruited to the upper layer for every novel L-trie-landmark combination in the set of visible cues. Each new beta-unit is therefore connected to four object units-three representing the reference L-trie and the fourth the landmark that is being encoded in this L-trie frame. Beta-coefficients are calculated either by matrix inversion or by the iterative gradient descent rule as the agent moves within sight of the relevant cues. Figure 5 shows an example of this learning process for a simple environment of five landmarks. From the current viewpoint, and assuming a 36(>-degree perceptual capability, four landmarks, A, B, C, and D, are visible for which the agent generates beta-units A~BCD, BIACD, CIABD, D~ABC. Following adequate exploration, the network illustrated in Figure 6 will have been generated. Given this network, the agent can determine the location of any target landmark when it is within sight of any group of three others. For instance, if cues A, B, and C are visible and E is required, then the active object units will trigger D~ABC (activating object unit D), and hence E/BCD, to give the egocentric location of the target. The method clearly generalizes to allow one to find the position of any goal site that is encoded with respect to an L-trie frame. Note that the representation formed by the relational network encodes, in a direct manner, only the local spatial relations between neighboring landmarks. Hence, although individual landmarks may be encoded in multiple local frames, the memory requirements for any environment 2) as would be the case if all global relations between every pair of landmarks were stored explicitly.
5.3.2 The topology of the relational network The connectivity of the relational network implicitly defines an adjcuorr~~~ ~Jraplr of the topological arrangement of local landmark frames. For instance, the network shown in Figure 6 instantiates the graph shown in Figure 7 . The links between nodes in this graph correspond to the betaunits ; the nodes themselves are the L-trie coordinate frames (that are not explicitly represented in the relational network). The topological model of overlapping frames encoded in the adjacency graph constitutes a more abstract level of representation, which is appropriate for some wayfinding procedures (see later).
Although the graph shown here has entirely bilateral connections, there is nothing intrinsically symmetrical about the coding method. For instance, it would be possible to encode the relationship D/ ABC and not the reverse A~BCD. This could happen if the agent, while moving through the environment, encodes the positions of landmarks in front with respect to those it is already passing, but not vice versa. This property of the mapping mechanism accords with observations of asymmetrical spatial knowledge in humans (see Kuipers, 1982; McNamara, 1992 The first and simplest approach to arbitrating between multiple estimates is to regard the first estimate that arrives at an object-unit as the best approvi117atiol7 to that 1<ll7dmark's position. This idea is motivated by the observation that each transition in a sequence of frames multiplies the noise in the position estimate. On average, therefore, the best estimate will be provided by the shortest scelrw«o of frame transitions. Assuming that the delay incurred for a frame transition is uniform throughout the network, such an estimate will be the first to arrive at the object-unit of a target (switching that unit into a state in which any further estimates can be discarded).
As has already been noted, however, the spatial arrangement of landmarks makcs n significant contribution to the accuracy of different beta-codings. Arbitration I11tC11-anisms based on the size of beta-vectors have therefore been investigated, with the aim of limiting some of the effects of poor cue configurations on propagated estimates. Thc rationale for both the heuristics described next is that a single poor transition in a sequence of frames can grossly magnify the error in the final estimate. Consequently, the aim is to try to identify sequences with particularly weak links and avoid using the estimates they generate.
In choosing between estimates provided by transition sequences of equal (shortest) length, the size of the largest beta-vector in each generating sequence has been found to be a useful predictor of relative error. This second, hrta-rmm heuristic is simple and economical to implement, as it involves propagating just one additional value along with each cue estimate. The first position estimate to arrive at a17 object-unit is stored but replaced if a better estimate (according to the beta-I11:1B measure) comes along.
There may be circumstances wherein a longer sequence of transitions can provide a better estimate than the shortest possible sequence. This will arise most often where the latter exploits some particularly poor cue configurations. To reduce the likelihood of using very poor transitions, a third, hcttl-threshold heuristic has been adopted, whereby beta-units for which the size of the beta-vector is above a fixed threshold are excluded from the network. The effectiveness of both heuristics has been den7onstratrd empirically as described in section 5. To determine explicitly the shortest frame sequence, the process of propagating information through the relational nctwork is reversed. In other words, a spreadingactivation search is performed from the goal back toward the start position. This is easiest to imagine in the context of the adjacency graph (see Fig. 7 ). Thc se<3rch process described here, and implemented in simulation, uses an explicit representation of the adjacency graph-containing a unit for each L-trie frame-which is constructed alongside the relational netBvork. The spreading activation process through the graph is modeled as a series of synchronous updates that occur as follows. All L-trie node in the graph, for which there is a beta-unit encoding the goal, is activated and clamped on (i.e., its activity is fixed throughout the search). All other nodes are initialized with zero activity. The signal at the goal then is allowed to diffuse through the network, decaying by a constant amount for each graph link that is traversed Once the activation reaches a node local to the start position, the shortest sequence is easily determined: Beginning with this start node, a path is traced that I > Figure 7 The L-tric .1dJ.1Ct'n(y grapli tiJl&dquo; the tiB'l'-l.lndl11.lrk l'l1B'lronl11l'nt. The edges 111 the gr,lph (orrl'spol1d to the bl't,l-ul1ltS in the rl'l.1t1oI1.11Ill'tBB'ork. See text for further dl't,Ji!s, links each node to its most active neighbor until the goal is reached. An illustration of this spreading-activation process has been given in previous publications (Prescott, l v9, ia, b Figure 8 . Figure O shows the positions of the landmarks in the agent's egocentric frame and the errors in these estimates compared to the exact (egocentric) positions.
As a result of multiplicative error, the layout of landmarks is more accurately estimated close at hand than further away; however, the topological relations among landmarks are reproduced throughout. The nature of this dynamical map demonstrates one of the major differences between the relational frame approach and methods that emphasize the construction of a permanent map of environmental layout, in which position errors are minimized or explicitly modeled. In the relational approach, there is no long-term, static representation of large-scale spatial relations. Instead, insofar as a large-scale map of any sort exists, it is described by the contiluously changing activations of the units in the relaClOllal network that encode current estimates of landmark positions in the egocentric frame of the agent. There is a striking similarity between this property of the relational coding system and SCholl's (1987) observation that the human cognitive map has no (absolute) preferred orientation but is always centered and oriented to thc current viewing perspective.
The effectiveness of heuristics based on beta-size was investigated with respect to maps generated from different viewing positions in the 50-landmark environment (following the learning process described earlier). Maps computed using the shortestsequence, beta-max, and beta-threshold heuristics were compared with maps generated using the shortest-sequence heuristic alone (i.e., selection between sequences of identical length was random). Comparing position estimates generated from 1 ( 1() different viewing points, 76 percent of all estimates generated by the first method were as good or better than the estimates generated by the second method.&dquo; Arbitration based on the size of beta-vector estimates therefore appears to be an effective means of improving the exploitation of spatial knowledge encoded in the relational network.
18 Sixteen percent of estimates were tied (i.e., both methods generated exactly identical estimates). Similar 
